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Katelyn Hobday

From: Deanna Layton <dlayton@sbgtv.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Susan Domozych
Subject: FW: Serve ticket#: 1847299 Last Name: O'Kelley

Importance: High

I have not responded to this cc complaint email, received while you were away, regarding an on‐going complaint to 
which you have previously responded.   
 
Deanna 
 

From: FCC [mailto:consumercomplaints@fcc.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 9:51 AM 
To: Deanna Layton <dlayton@sbgtv.com> 
Subject: Serve ticket#: 1847299 Last Name: O'Kelley 

 
##- Please type your reply above this line -## 

Due Date: 09/28/2017 
Serve Date: 08/29/2017 

*** 
Link to Ticket: https://fcctest.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/1847299 
Subject: No closed captioning on children's program 
Tags: abc broadcast_tv carrier_response_date_added carrier_response_pending closed_captioning_tv dro_noic_79_1 
dro_serve_done email_preferred_method georgia georgia_complaining_about georgia_viewed_heard 
no_filing_on_behalf 
Email: po39kelley@yahoo.com 
Method: - Broadcast (over the air) 
Issue:- - 
Number subject to complaint:  

Company Name:  
Other Company Name:  
Account #:  
First: Patricia 
Last: O'Kelley 
Address: 3657 PINE FOREST RD 
City: MACON 
State: georgia  
Zip: 31206 
Phone where to be contacted: 478-737-3699 
Filing on Behalf of Someone: No 
Relationship:  
First Name:  
Last Name: 
Serve Status: carrier_response_pending 
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Ticket Information: 

Sherita Kennedy (FCC Complaints)  
Aug 29, 9:50 AM EDT  

Private note  

OFFICIAL FURTHER NOTICE OF INFORMAL COMPLAINT 
 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC or Commission) is serving your company with this further 
notice of informal complaint that Patricia O'Kelley filed with the Disability Rights Office (DRO). The 
informal complaint concerns obligations to provide closed captioning on television. We are investigating 
this matter pursuant to Sections 713 and 4(i) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the 
“Act”), 47 U.S.C. §§ 613, 154(i), and Section 79.1 of the Commission's rules, 47 C.F.R. § 79.1. 
 
This Further Notice of Informal Complaint (Notice or NOIC) directs your company, as the Broadcaster or 
Multichannel Video Programming Distributor (MVPD), to respond fully and directly to each and every 
material allegation raised in the informal complaint and summarize the actions taken by your company to 
satisfy the informal complaint and come into compliance with controlling law within thirty (30) days of 
the date of this Notice. 
 
If the programming at issue had been delivered to your company without captions, your company must 
check with the supplying network or program producer before responding to this Notice to determine 
whether the programming is exempt from the captioning requirements pursuant to one of the categorical 
exemptions in 47 CFR §79.1(d) or to an individual petition for exemption filed under 47 CFR §79.1(f). 
Please note that even if the supplying network or program producer qualifies for a captioning exemption, 
it still has an obligation to pass through captions of already captioned programs in accordance with 
79.1(c). 
 
NOTE:  Consumer has submitted additional information regarding closed captioning not being shown on 
a program.  See consumer's emails dated August 28, 2017 and August 26, 2017 (videos included). 
 
Please submit your response to the Commission by replying to this email or via the FCC Consumer Help 
Center. Be sure to verify the complainant’s name and the ticket number. In addition, please include the 
name of a company representative to whom all future correspondence about the complaint should be 
directed. You are further directed to send a copy of the response to the complainant, in the preferred 
format requested by the consumer, at the time the response is provided to the Commission. Finally, 
please retain all records that are or may be pertinent to the allegations raised in the complaint for one 
year after the date of this Notice, unless otherwise instructed. To prepare your response to this Notice, 
you should also check the ticket at https://consumercomplaints.fcc.gov/access where the complainant 
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may have filed additional complaints or other supporting evidence against your company. These 
supplemental materials will be associated with the same ticket number. 
 
Failure to respond to a Commission inquiry is considered a violation of a Commission order and can 
result in the imposition of fines by the Commission. Under section 503(b) of the Act, any person who is 
determined by the Commission to have willfully or repeatedly failed to comply with any of the provisions 
of the Act, or any rule or order issued by the Commission under the Act, shall be liable for a forfeiture 
penalty. 
 
The Commission requests that your company provide a thorough response to the issues raised in this 
complaint, and that it use its best efforts to resolve this complaint in a timely manner. Cursory responses 
will be rejected. The Commission intends to make consumer complaint data publically available – in both 
aggregate and individual form yet consistent with the Commission’s privacy obligations. This data will 
include how your company has addressed consumer complaints. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this Notice or the informal complaint, please contact DRO at 
DROcarriersupport@fcc.gov or by calling 202-418-2517. In your message, please include your name, 
your company’s name, the ticket number, and your specific questions. 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 28, 2:45 PM EDT  

None of the SeaWorld or other shows were reruns that I could tell. They aired on WGXA facility ID 58262 
in Macon Georgia. I watched over the air tv and it aired on Channel 24-02 in Macon Georgia.  
The commercials were closed captioned very well. I was surprised that so many commercials on 24-02 
were closed captioned because the commercials are not closed captioned on the other tv stations. 
Then the first sentence or two on the SeaWorld would be closed captioned then no more closed 
captioning until it was fixing to go to commercial break. 
The stations buy the closed captioning systems and set them up and forget about them until they get a 
complaint. 
I think you should require them to videotape a Saturdays shows of children's educational programming 
on free over the air tv say twice a year. 
Plus since they are required to have all shows with embedded closed captioning showing up with the 
closed captioning. Then they should have to videotape those commercials and shows that are listed with 
embedded closed captioning 2 entire days per year to have them digitally saved so that you can review 
the accuracy of the closed captioning system and if they are not closed captioned like they are supposed 
to be and they didn't catch it and fix it then you can charge them with neglect of the closed captioning 
system. 
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These tv stations video tape things all the time. They should have to videotape a TV set showing the 
closed captioning on ALL their different stations. WGXA Channel 24 has three different stations. 
One thing I don't understand. I could get 100% closed captioning on every show on cable TV but I can't 
on local free over the air tv. 
In order for cable TV to show closed captioning on every show, then every show has to have embedded 
closed captioning. But local over the air tv can't read all the embedded closed captioning that cable TV 
closed captioning system can read???? 
Do you know why you can get more closed captioning on cable TV than over the air tv???? 
Patricia O'Kelley 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
 

 

Sherita Kennedy (FCC Complaints)  
Aug 28, 2:07 PM EDT  

Hello and thanks for the additional information.  Are you watching these shows online or on television 
set?  If television, were they first shown on television on August 26, 2017 or were they re-aired on 
August 26, 2017. 
 
Also, your videos do not show the station that aired the show. 
 
We have to make sure that we have the correct information before we contact the station. 
 
-Sherita Kennedy 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 28, 1:53 PM EDT  

The shows aired 8/26/17 from 9am to either 12 noon or 1 pm. The closed captioning worked for the 
commercials but only worked for a sentence or two for the children's educational programming  
Patricia O'Kelley  

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

On Monday, August 28, 2017, 9:07 AM, FCC <consumercomplaints@fcc.gov> wrote: 

#yiv2089301445 table td {border-collapse:collapse;}#yiv2089301445 body .filtered99999 
.yiv2089301445directional_text_wrapper {direction:rtl;unicode-bidi:embed;} 
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Sherita Kennedy (FCC Complaints)  
Aug 28, 9:07 AM EDT  

Hello Ms. Kelley, 
 
In order for us to further process the additional information and provide this information to station, we 
need to know when this episode originally aired and the date and time. 
 
Thanks - Sherita 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 26, 11:31 AM EDT  

I tried adding video footage from 8/25/17 to my complaint but the link below can't find the ticket 
number in the FCC system. I can't send the video footage here as it says that it is too large. WGXA has 
NOT had closed captioning on the children's educational programming for 2-3 years. For WGXA 24 
Sinclair broadcast group to imply that it broke the day before my email to them is a blatant LIE. I am 
sending you some screenshots of the video where the people are talking. Explain to me why there is no 
closed captioning words on the screen??? The pictures are from SeaWorld a children's educational 
programming show! 
Patricia O'Kelley 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

Attachment(s) 
Screenshot_20170826-102709.png 
Screenshot_20170826-102608.png 
 

 

Susan E. Domozych (FCC Complaints)  
Aug 25, 5:18 PM EDT  

Private note  

Attached is WGXA's response.  A copy has been emailed to Ms. O'Kelley. 
Please see our response and attachment. 
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Attachment(s) 
wgxa fcc cc complaint o'kelley.pdf 
 

 

Sherita Kennedy (FCC Complaints)  
Aug 14, 2:06 PM EDT  

Private note  

OFFICIAL NOTICE OF INFORMAL COMPLAINT 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC or Commission) is serving your company with this 
informal complaint that Patricia O'Kelley filed with the Disability Rights Office (DRO). The informal 
complaint concerns obligations to provide closed captioning on television. We are investigating this 
matter pursuant to Sections 713 and 4(i) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the “Act”), 47 
U.S.C. §§ 613, 154(i), and Section 79.1 of the Commission's rules, 47 C.F.R. § 79.1. 

This Notice of Informal Complaint (Notice or NOIC) directs your company, as the Broadcaster or 
Multichannel Video Programming Distributor (MVPD), to respond fully and directly to each and every 
material allegation raised in the informal complaint and summarize the actions taken by your company to 
satisfy the informal complaint and come into compliance with controlling law within thirty (30) days of 
the date of this Notice. 

If the programming at issue had been delivered to your company without captions, your company must 
check with the supplying network or program producer before responding to this Notice to determine 
whether the programming is exempt from the captioning requirements pursuant to one of the categorical 
exemptions in 47 CFR §79.1(d) or to an individual petition for exemption filed under 47 CFR §79.1(f). 
Please note that even if the supplying network or program producer qualifies for a captioning exemption, 
it still has an obligation to pass through captions of already captioned programs in accordance with 
79.1(c). 

Please submit your response to the Commission by replying to this email or via the FCC Consumer Help 
Center. Be sure to verify the complainant’s name and the ticket number. In addition, please include the 
name of a company representative to whom all future correspondence about the complaint should be 
directed. You are further directed to send a copy of the response to the complainant, in the preferred 
format requested by the consumer, at the time the response is provided to the Commission. Finally, 
please retain all records that are or may be pertinent to the allegations raised in the complaint for one 
year after the date of this Notice, unless otherwise instructed. To prepare your response to this Notice, 
you should also check the ticket at https://consumercomplaints.fcc.gov/access where the complainant 
may have filed additional complaints or other supporting evidence against your company. These 
supplemental materials will be associated with the same ticket number. 
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Failure to respond to a Commission inquiry is considered a violation of a Commission order and can 
result in the imposition of fines by the Commission. Under section 503(b) of the Act, any person who is 
determined by the Commission to have willfully or repeatedly failed to comply with any of the provisions 
of the Act, or any rule or order issued by the Commission under the Act, shall be liable for a forfeiture 
penalty. 

The Commission requests that your company provide a thorough response to the issues raised in this 
complaint, and that it use its best efforts to resolve this complaint in a timely manner. Cursory responses 
will be rejected. The Commission intends to make consumer complaint data publically available – in both 
aggregate and individual form yet consistent with the Commission’s privacy obligations. This data will 
include how your company has addressed consumer complaints. 

If you have any questions regarding this Notice or the informal complaint, please contact DRO at 
DROcarriersupport@fcc.gov or by calling 202-418-2517. In your message, please include your name, 
your company’s name, the ticket number, and your specific questions. 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 13, 4:40 PM EDT  

To whom it may concern:This is my third email to you. Please read everything below.  
The television channels need to take video footage of a TV set not hooked up to cable TV and showing 
screenshots of the children's educational programming with closed captioning on the tv screen. They are 
not monitoring the closed captioning like they are required by law. They need to provide you with the 
evidence of checking the tv shows. 
Patricia O'Kelley 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android  
 
On Sun, Aug 13, 2017 at 1:06 PM, Patricia O&#39;Kelley<po39kelley@yahoo.com> wrote:  
Good morning Patricia, 

  

The vendor was able to locate the problem and it appears to be fixed.  We still have a few programs that 
were previously downloaded that may have an issue with CC, but all programs received after 6PM on July 
24th should be good. Thank you again for bringing this to our attention. 

  

Please let me know if you have and questions or concerns. 
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Michael 

  

  

From: Patricia O'Kelley [mailto:po39kelley@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, July 22, 2017 9:16 AM 
To: &Macon-WGXA-Viewercomments <ml-wgxa-viewercomments@sbgtv.com> 
Subject: Closed captioning requirements 

  

To whom it may concern: 

  

I am hearing impaired. If you show Jack Hanna's wild countdown on Saturdays as children's required 
television programming then you are not showing the required closed captioning. I have seen several 
shows on your channel that should have closed captioning but doesn't. Channel 41 didn't have any on 
judge Judy and many shows for a long time and after I called because judge Judy show said that closed 
captioning was paid for by the following...then they discovered something wasn't turned on correctly on 
their closed captioning system. Now a lot of their shows have closed captioning. 

  

Please look into this matter. I hope one day all TV shows will be required to have closed captioning as 
much money as they make off the shows then they should be able to afford it. 

  

Patricia O'Kelley 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
Show less 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 13, 1:06 PM EDT  
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Good morning Patricia, 

  

The vendor was able to locate the problem and it appears to be fixed.  We still have a few programs that 
were previously downloaded that may have an issue with CC, but all programs received after 6PM on July 
24th should be good. Thank you again for bringing this to our attention. 

  

Please let me know if you have and questions or concerns. 

  

Michael 

  

  

From: Patricia O'Kelley [mailto:po39kelley@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, July 22, 2017 9:16 AM 
To: &Macon-WGXA-Viewercomments <ml-wgxa-viewercomments@sbgtv.com> 
Subject: Closed captioning requirements 

  

To whom it may concern: 

  

I am hearing impaired. If you show Jack Hanna's wild countdown on Saturdays as children's required 
television programming then you are not showing the required closed captioning. I have seen several 
shows on your channel that should have closed captioning but doesn't. Channel 41 didn't have any on 
judge Judy and many shows for a long time and after I called because judge Judy show said that closed 
captioning was paid for by the following...then they discovered something wasn't turned on correctly on 
their closed captioning system. Now a lot of their shows have closed captioning. 

  

Please look into this matter. I hope one day all TV shows will be required to have closed captioning as 
much money as they make off the shows then they should be able to afford it. 

  

Patricia O'Kelley 
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Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
Show less 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
 

 

Po39kelley  
Aug 13, 12:52 PM EDT  

Po39kelley was not signed in when this comment was submitted. Learn more 

For about 2-3 years, I had not seen any closed captioning on shows like family feud, Jack Hanna's 
adventures on channel WGXA 24. An advertisement on another channel alerted me to the fact that Jack 
Hanna's adventures was being used as children's programming and has NEVER had closed captioning on 
the show. I contacted channel 24 WGXA and within 24 hrs family feud and dozens of shows started 
having closed captioning and including Jack Hanna's adventures the next weekend. I want to make sure 
that they report this closed captioning violations to you as none of the TV stations are monitoring their 
closed captioning. They just set it up and forget it. They wait until they get a complaint to check on the 
closed captioning system. I want to make sure that they report a true and factual report to you and not 
pretend that it must have just suddenly had no closed captioning on the children's educational 
programming and it was quickly fixed. They have never ever had closed captioning on the children's 
educational programming on Saturdays. I have watched all the nature shows on Saturday without having 
any closed captioning. I have been upset that they never care about the hard of hearing and deaf people. 
They put closed captioning 100% on cable TV shows but they wouldn't show anything but the news with 
closed captioning. I will need a response back 
 

You are an agent. Add a comment by replying to this email or view ticket in Zendesk Support.  

Ticket # 1847299 
Status Open 

Requester Po39kelley  
CCs Sherita Kennedy 

Group Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. (DRO) 
Assignee Susan E. Domozych 

Priority - 
Type Ticket 

Channel Web Form 

  

This email is a service from FCC Complaints.  
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[1QLX03-9K54]Ticket-Id:1847299Account-Subdomain:fcctest 


